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 EXPLANATORY SHEETS: THE YSER INUNDATION 
 
Reminder: These roadmaps will allow a better understanding of the workflow of digital 
interactive contents production through practical recommendations and testimonies of 
professionals.  
In that way, we intend to support learners and teachers in their learnings but also after the 
training, in their practical working life. 
 

1. About the technology 
 

The technology used 
 

H5P 360° Virtual Tour 

Final objective and 
result  

To create a reusable model to explain how the Belgian Army 
flooded the plain of Yser to block the progression of the German 
Army in October 1914. The result is an embedded 360° photo which 
allows the viewer to make an immersive virtual tour of a place and 
click on some points to get additional information. 
 

Description of the 
tool 
 
 

360° interactive photo of the King Albert Museum in Nieuwpoort, 
Belgium.  
The picture shows surrounding landscape from the top of the Albert 
Museum.   
On top of some specific places in the landscape, the viewer can click 
on information buttons to receive additional information (photos, 
paintings, texts).   
 
The soundtrack comprises some information about WWI, the Yser 
inundation and some special effects (cannons of the German Army 
in WW1, soldiers walking in water) to reconstitute the atmosphere 
of a battle. 
 

Medium used 
(computer, tablet, 
phone) 

IPhone XS; Insta360 One camera; desktop computer; Insta 360 
Invisible selfie stick; Insta 360 Bullet Point Handle; Camtasia, Yeti 
Blue Microphone. 

Where will it be 
accessible (app, 
platform, website…) 

On the Course Networking, on the DIMPA Website, on the MBCF 
website. 
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How long did it take 
to develop this tool? 

2 hours to take the 3D pictures and videos.   
10 minutes to adjust the settings in 360 Insta Studio 2020.   
2 hours to search and find the photos and read the documentation. 
½ hour to find the sound resources on the BBC database and record 
the soundtrack (voice over and special effects of bombing and 
walking in the water).  
1.5 day to put the content in H5P and integrate on the platform. 

 
 

2. Used software 
 

Name of the software 
 

1 Insta 360;  
2 Insta 360 Studio 2020;  
3 Camtasia; 
4 WordPress website;  
5 H5P plugin 
 

Name of the 
company 
 

1 Insta 360;  
2 Arashi Vision;  
3 TechSmith;  
4 Automattic; 5 
 H5P (open community) 
 

Copyright status 
(cc, proprietary 
system, etc) 

1 Proprietary system;  
2 Proprietary system;  
3 Proprietary system;  
4 Open Source; 
5 Open Source. 
 

 
In case you have used additional resources for the content of your tool, please describe them 
below: 

War sounds from the BBC Sound Effects website: soldier walking in a flooded trench; 
soldiers walking in the mud; explosions from the German Army WWI.  Photos and paintings 
– free pictures. 
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3. Cost 
 

Cost of the creation 
of this tool 
 

The creation of the tools costs the equivalent of a few hours of 
work. 

General pricing plan 
 

The H5P tool is a free opensource application.  
The Insta 360° one camera and the accessories cost about 400 €.   
The education version of Camtasia costs 182,65 €.   
 
You also need an iPhone or an Android phone with an adapter and 
of course, a PC to edit the files with Insta 360 Studio 2019 (the app 
comes free with the camera).   
 
A Yeti Blue microphone costs about 160 €. 
 

 
In case you have used additional resources for the content of your tool, please detail their cost 
below: 
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4. Steps of production 
 

Please describe each step of the production of the tool 
Design phase 
 

Why did you create this tool? 
 

To show the possible pedagogical use of interactive 360° 
photos.  The 3D video cameras allow us to create also 
this kind of photo that can be enriched with multimedia 
content like written comments, soundtrack, video from 
YouTube, 2D additional pictures, etc.  This kind of tool is 
interactive while 3D video is not.  We wanted to stress 
the difference between the two kinds of tools by working 
on the same topics in two ways. 
 

What functionalities does it 
have?  
 

It is an interactive 360° virtual tour: it offers clickable 
buttons.  Those buttons can lead you to another 3D 
photo or another media with some additional 
information.  The author can also use questions and a 
summary for pedagogical use. 
 

What will be its purpose? 
(pedagogical, communication, 
games, etc.)  

Pedagogical: we know that history courses are not very 
popular.  This kind of tool can help student to be 
immersed in a place and visit the past in an interactive 
way.  It might make history more attractive to the young 
generations who are quite reluctant to study this kind of 
subject through simple readings. 
 

 
 

5. Creation phase 
 

Please name and describe below the different steps of the creation of the tool (min 5) 

 
Conception 

The topic: what are we going to talk about?   
For what kind of audience?   
What kind of media might be the best to attract the attention of students 
who are not necessarily found of this kind of subject? 
 

Research & 
Reading 

Research on the Web, in museums, in books of information about the event; 
selection of relevant documents;  
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Shot 

You have to go to the place you want to shoot.  And generally, you have to 
take several shots to make sure that at least one of them is good enough to 
go to production. 
 

Edition Edition of the selected shots with Insta 360 Studio 2020:  
 
The first thing to do is to import your file into the Insta 360 Studio.   
Then: 
1. to stabilise the picture horizontally 
2. To set the stitching to “Normal” to have a regular edge of the spheric 
picture 
3. To set the “Chromatic calibration” to ensure that the colour and the light 
is homogeneous throughout the picture 
 
￼ 
Then, click on the Media Process menu and tick the Color Plus box to add 
some light to the picture: 
 

 
Don’t forget to save your settings! 
 

Export Click on File, then on Export. 
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 A new window opens: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you are ok with the proposed settings, click on the OK button. 

Then, another window opens while the file export is processing.  You can 

see the progression of your export thanks to the progress bar and the 

percentage that is displayed at the right end of the window. 

When it is done, a directory icon shows up at the right end of the row. 

Click on it to open and view the JPEG image. 
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Insertion of 

the material 

in H5P 

 

 

To add interactivity to our 3D photo, we'll use the H5P Virtual Tour activity. 
The h5p.org website offers an example of Virtual Tour. 
 
If you work with WordPress, Moodle or Drupal, you can use a plugin to 
create your H5P activity directly in your CMS. 
 
Here, we'll show you an example created with the WordPress CMS. 
First, go to your WordPress dashboard. 
Click on H5P Activities, then on Add a new media: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://h5p.org/virtual-tour-360
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Then, in the menu, select the 360° Virtual Tour Activity: 
 

 
 
Click on the "Use" button. 
Then, click on the "Add Scene" button like on the next picture: 
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The requested "scene" is actually your first 3D photo. 
Once it is uploaded, you can view your photo as an immersive surrounding. 
Now, you'll be able to add interactive features to your photo. 
Once your first scene is uploaded, there are several types of things you can 
add to your application: 

• new scenes : other 3D photos that your audience will be able to 
discover 

• clickable features: those features include pictures, photos, sound or 
even videos 

• audio-comment: you can add a general soundtrack that will play in 
your app or a unique audio-file to any of your scene or clickable 
item 

 
Edit scene 
Here, my first scene has been uploaded. 
To edit this scene (add new clickable items, etc.) click on the Edit button. 
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Now, add a new scene by clicking on the New scene button. 

We'll add a picture of a sundial in this new scene: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We'll add a description of that object. 

And then, after clicking the Done button to save our work, we'll add a 

button to the Entrance hall scene: 
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To do that, click on the Go to scene button on the upper left corner, and 
then select the Jacob de Succa's sundial scene. 
 
The result of this operation is a new button on the first scene, the entrance 
hall.  If needed, move the button to the right place, on the sundial. 
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There is now a new "information" button on the sundial in the 3D scene. 

You can proceed the same way to add any 3D scene or 2D picture or photo. 

And, if you click on the "Information" icon at the foot of the scene, the text 

of your description will pop up: 
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Adding the 

clickable 

items to 

your scene 

The upper menu allows you to add some features to your scene. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Add a new scene: you can add a 3D photo or a 2D media with this button 
2. Add Text: you can add some text to your picture 
3. Add a picture: That picture will open in the 3D scene 
4. Add an audio-file: you can add a comment or a music file to your scene 
5. Add a video: a video button will be added that opens a 2D video 
6. Add a summary: at the end of your presentation, this will add a summary 

of what your learners have earned 
6. Add a single choice question: you can add a question to your scene 

 
 

Embedding Embedding of the final product into our e-learning platform.  Use the iframe 
code provided with the Embed feature (Intégrer): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Réutiliser (reuse) allows you to download a H5P file that you can modify. 

 
 
 

7. Inclusive approach 
 
What action did you implement to make this tool inclusive to as many users as possible? 

We systematically added written information on each scene or additional material (photos, 
paintings) so that deaf or impaired-hearing persons could enjoy the explanation as well. 
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8. Good / bad practices 
 

Would you recommend 
this software to the 
users? 

Yes 

Please explain 
 

H5P is a very useful website full of resources, that allows 
teachers and student to create interactive media for free. 
The virtual tour 360 offers the opportunity to embed other 
media like photos, illustrations, text, sound and even video. 
From a pedagogical point of view, the virtual tour 360 is a very 
interesting tool because of this interactive multimedia 
embedding. 
It can be used for storytelling – like we did to expose a 
historical fact and explore some additional information. 
The final user has some freedom inside the general frame we 
provide.   
The use of single choice question and summary features 
reinforces the pedagogical usage of such an application.  It can 
be used by the teachers as a learning reinforcement exercise. 

 
What recommendation would you give to people creating such tool or creating content on this 
technology?  

To think about the script before they start, but stay open because so many things can 
happen between the design and the final realisation.  But it is always good to know where 
you want to go before your start. 
Gather the maximum of documentation you can before starting the production.  Check that 
you have the right to use the material (public domain documents, cc licenses or 
authorization from the right owner). 
Try the end product on several devices to see how it behaves and if it really works on every 
operating system or mobile devices as well (some text can be easily readable on a PC screen 
but almost invisible on a smartphone). 
 

 
 


